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INTRODUCTION

My journey in martial arts began in the simplest of locations, my garage. My brother-in-law, a

martial arts instructor in Newton, NC for nearly twenty years, suddenly found himself betrayed by his

colleagues and the Newton dojo dissolved. As a result, we started working out in the garage for physical

fitness, and pretty quickly, aerobic workouts turned into martial arts lessons. Due to many of the problems

in modern American martial arts that you will read about in this work, Jesse Boyd (referred to henceforth

as Sensei Boyd) was eventually driven out of his former dojo where he started out as a white belt back in

1990. After his instructor, Sensei Larry Beal, was tragically killed in 2010, his black belt colleagues

sowed chaos; he wanted order that honored a deceased sensei. They betrayed him. It’s that simple. Little

did I know, however, that from this trial, a strong bond would develop between us; and I would become a

charter student in a style that erased chaos and has set a high standard in martial arts values. Sensei Boyd

dropped his former title of Shihan, changed the name of the style to pay tribute to his late instructor, and

began a journey that sought to rebuild and bring order back to chaos by prizing the lessons of history. As

a first step, he donned a white belt in Japanese Aikido and Korean Chang Moo Kwan, our eclectic style’s

two primary traditional roots, and worked his way up through the ranks for accountability and to become

a better instructor. Eventually, he earned Nidan ranks in both traditional styles and brought our art back to

the place it needed it to be, back to the high standards, back to order from chaos. Up to the first night

Sensei Boyd came to my garage and had me put on some gloves, I had never in my life thrown a punch.

But, from that first punch, a fire was kindled and I wanted to know martial arts the way Sensei Boyd

knew martial arts. Watching his movements and feeling the force of his controlled strikes intrigued me. I

wanted see if I could learn to do the same. Now, four years later, I’m forced to ask to a new question.

How is my martial arts journey going to benefit the ones that come after me? Perhaps an initial answer is

to put down on paper how I believe Cheonjikido is bringing order to the chaos in our martial arts sphere

of influence. Highlighting the laws of thermodynamics we emphasize in the dojo, I will lead the reader

through the martial arts system. I will explain the energy and work in the system, how the system has lost
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energy, what the system is moving toward, and what Cheonjikido is doing to replace and reorder the

energy in this so-called system. After all, a martial artist must be a physical scientist who studies and

applies the laws of kinetic energy, motion, and thermodynamics.

CHAPTER 1-THE FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS

Energy cannot be created or destroyed in an isolated system, only redirected or transformed

To discern what kind of energy and work make up a system, one has to understand the

surroundings that created the system. All the way back at the beginning of mankind, as recorded in the

Book of Genesis, Cain rose up against his brother Abel and slew him; and he used martial arts to do so.

Martial is defined as “of, or relating to war.” Art means: “the expression or application of human creative

skill and imagination.” When put together, you get the creative human skill of expression applied to

movements and ideas relating to war. War, as concerns this particular essay, will be defined as “a

sustained effort to end a particular unpleasant or undesirable situation or condition.” Cain had to imagine

in his heart how he was going to end Abel’s life, and then he expressed this imagination in force. Force

has since, the Fall of Man, been used to end conflict. We have found many other reasons to war with one

another: for love, honor, riches, etc. For reasons such as these, kings, emperors, and leaders have taught

their people a way to fight for them.

Surroundings that Created the System

War, strife, and straight up evil are the surroundings that ultimately necessitated the system of

martial arts. For this examination, I want to make sure I define a clear surrounding. The wicked and sinful

hearts of men are to blame. The human heart is the surrounding, the closed system. Martial arts is the

worldly response of sinful men to control sinful men who may or may not wish to seek their harm.

Without the Holy Spirit given by God to men that believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, there is no restraint on

the evil man can do in this world. Men that have no hope for the future fear others, so these must figure

out a way to control those surrounding them and work with what they have to achieve this control.
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The Work and Energy in the System

As explained before, arts involve creative human skill and imagination, and this is what men have

infused into the system of martial arts. The whole system has two primary energies, the human mind and

the human body. Work is done in the system by learning movements and practicing those movements.

The energy put into the system is from the mind, knowledge from the study of the human anatomy and

the creation of kata to train the body. According to the First Law of thermodynamics, energy in any

system cannot be created or destroyed, only redirected or transformed. It takes energy to do work in a

system, and unless the energy is put back into that system, the integrity of the work done diminishes. The

energy in the system of martial arts comes from constant study and redirection or transforming of existing

energy into new students, who in turn study the art for themselves. If the energy becomes

disproportionate, the system explodes and becomes something else, formless without boundaries, and

ultimately useless.

Boundaries Placed on the System

Boundaries keep a system in check so the energy doesn’t leave to become something else.

Without boundaries, the system cannot be distinguished from it’s surroundings. Martial arts cannot be

automobile racing, and the art of healing cannot be the art of destruction. Principles of different systems

can surely overlap, but the foundational purpose of any system is unique. Martial arts is purposed to

protect the practitioner from the attacker, so it can’t also be to enable an attacker to harm a practitioner.

Once one makes the effort to practice martial arts for anything other than self-defense, it goes beyond the

boundary of the system.

The system of martial arts was created to control the expression of outward force from the sinful

hearts of men. The energy involved in martial arts is from the mind of those who study and create the

forms that teach students to protect themselves. The work in martial arts is the practice of kata that train
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the body to defend without thought, breeding instinct. Pushing the practice of martial arts past the

boundary of self-defense, as Cain did when he slew his brother Abel, makes the whole system into

something else, something for which it was not intended, and therefore wastes the energy in the system.

With this framework, let us consider what happens in a system that is not preserved.

CHAPTER 2-THE SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS

Energy moves from a state of order to disorder.

No matter the system, the amount of energy to do work will eventually dissipate and bring the

system to thermal equilibrium. In other words, everything moves from a state of order to disorder or

chaos. When God created the world, He created it perfect and in order, but when man sinned it brought

death. As soon as you are born, the process of dying begins. As cells divide in the body, they lose little

bits of integrity, making the next cell closer to becoming unusable. There in no perfect system in the

universe, including the human mind and the martial arts conceived therein. Just like a cell, an art loses a

little bit of its integrity from one generation to the next. And, what was once decent and in order, can

quickly go the way of all things, to disorder.

The Void of Energy in the System

To do any kind of work, you need energy, and when a system does too much work without

energy being replaced, it eventually seizes up and grinds to a halt. If you never put gas in your car, you’re

stuck when the fuel runs out. In the system of martial arts, the energy in the system comes from the

mental knowledge of those that study it. Nowadays, however, there are more people practicing martial

arts than those who study it. People practice to perform rather than studying to apply the knowledge

taught to them. The primary emphases are sports, entertainment, and financial profit instead of training

others to learn martial skill instinctively and be confident in those skills. Most of the energy sucked out of

the system of martial arts is by those who fancy their art a “professional business.” Money motivates
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everything from belts, to techniques, to the way things are taught. As a result, the system becomes weak

with a shaky foundation and eventually crumbles.

The Work Lacking the Energy in the System

Work in a system is what makes up the system. The gears in a watch use the energy from the

battery and do the work, moving the face hands to tell the time. The work in the martial arts system is

practice. Moving your body in kata is set up to train the body to react by instinct and not having to think

about the movements every time you need to use them. The work can only be done when there is energy

present, and when the energy in the system is corrupted, the work and what results from the work will

also inevitably be corrupted. If financial profit motivates the work, it doesn't matter what kind of energy is

put into the system, all that results is trash; for all the energy put in the system will not produce anything

that puts any real energy back into the system.

The Results from the Gradual Decline into Disorder

When a system is corrupted, the energy slowly moves out, and the work can no longer be done. In

martial arts, the focus of the mental energy has not been unto the furthering of the arts but concentrated

upon how to make the system profitable. Spending the time on how to make a better business model, how

to market, and how to move customers through ranks quickly and make as much profit as possible

diminishes the ability of the system to do work. It wasn’t always this way though. The old masters who

trained every day, often working in secret and under the cover of darkness, taught and studied not for gain

but that others would know how to defend themselves and be equipped to pass their knowledge along for

posterity. When one learns martial arts and doesn't teach, he is like a lake that only takes in water. He

eventually becomes stagnant and acidic, ultimately rendering everything received finite vanity. On the

other hand, when one stops learning martial arts and only teaches, never pursuing additional knowledge,

he eventually dries up like a lake that feeds but never receives. To perpetuate, a system of martial arts

always has to have energy being put into it for work and the work must produce energy to put back into
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the system. In other words when one learns martial arts, he must also be able to teach and re-create what

he was taught in others, or the system dies, as the Second Law of thermodynamics declares, a cold death.

There is no such thing as a self-sustaining system in the created universe. Even the sun burns

energy and, if the Creator does not intervene, will one day turn dark and dissipate. Every system has to

draw on the energy it has to do work. In martial arts, if all practitioners do is learn movements and

perform them, the draw on the energy never gets replaced by new energy. In today's martial arts systems,

the overwhelming draw on the energy is from teachers who are greedy and looking to make a buck as

apposed to teaching to make new teachers. This mentality makes for useless and arrogant so called

“senseis” who pontificate an art they market as the ultimate style; and it’s all about the money. If this type

of thinking takes over, the system will fail: one big absolute zero.

CHAPTER 3:ABSOLUTE ZERO IS REACHED WHEN VALUES DECREASE

“Karate is like boiling water: without heat, it returns to it's tepid state.”

― Gichin Funakoshi

Absolute zero is just as it sounds: cold, dark, and void of all energy. We all end up here, and

death scares a lot of people. But, there was one Man who conquered death for us all. Jesus Christ was and

is the Son of God, God manifest in the flesh, and He changed the system of life after His death and His

resurrection. Jesus Christ put the energy back in the system of life and offers eternal life after the grave

through His sacrifice on the cross. Through God's amazing grace, He can release us from the absolute

zero of death and bring us into His system, a perfect system of light and warmth, in an eternal home

where we can worship Him forever. As for martial arts, it’s turning black and cold because of greed and

the sinful hearts of men. So, can we see at this point where absolute zero is in our part of history? If so,

what does it take for us to revive the system from death?
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Where is Absolute Zero?

Absolute zero for any system is a cold death. Absolute zero in martial arts is when practitioners

stop studying it completely. Martial arts that lack value are an exercise in futility that lead to fleeting

gratifications and can only be measured with trophies that collect dust. It’s hard for people who pay for

their child to take a martial arts class, and the child is moving up the ranks, to consider that his dojo could

be completely cold and dead. Like zombies moving around aimlessly for brains, so are modern martial

arts students whom are lacking instruction of any substance. Remember, mental energy is the fuel for

martial arts, the ability not just to learn but also to break down one’s style and find the hidden treasures

within; but when that is gone, the system is cold and dark. Modern martial arts has no treasures to find,

it's meaningless movements, insane religious beliefs, and techniques that have no bearing on reality are all

it has to offer.

The Constant Value at Absolute Zero

The value of anything is arguably within the eye of the beholder, but one has to define his values

to know his constants. The foundations of martial arts are it principles, the values the practitioner holds

dear. When values start to decline, it is like tearing a hole in a water balloon: the membrane that keeps it

intact is gone, and all that's left is scattered into the chaos of the surroundings. The constant value for

martial arts at absolute zero looks just like any other transient trend in the world. People get into

something because the Jones Family down the road is doing it, but they have no clue why. The Joneses

put little Johnny in martial arts so, the Dolittles put Peter in the same class for time pass after school.

After a while, both kids get sore and tired of practice, and they both quit because they have not been

taught anything of lasting value. The parents accept it and just move on to the next thing. The value of

something must be taught so the student can value what he is taught. If I try to sell you a service and once

the service is rendered and payment made, what do I care what happens afterward? This is the mentality

of  McDojos that view students as dollar signs. The mental energy is lost on the next generation, and the
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system cannot sustain itself. The constant values must be accepted while the system is productive and full

of energy.

What Happens When the Constant Value is Accepted?

During my martial arts journey, I have observed many systems. In all of the systems, I have seen

the foundations of the system be its values, but in some of the systems they were not following those

values. In one system, the values were accepted by the teachers, but when it came to passing them on to

the next generation, the values were diminished, and the students could not reflect or appreciate them.

There is a lot of energy in the system, but the work has more of a draw than the system can handle. If this

isn't corrected, the system will fail; and all the energy will ultimately prove useless. Another system I

have discovered has deep-rooted values and plenty of energy that was endowed from the originators of it.

The system has many roots that branch off and supply energy to the mini-systems within it, but the energy

isn't being redirected or reformed in itself. It’s like never changing the oil in a car. The vehicle runs but it

loses power in its surroundings, and the driver eventually has to buy a new engine to power the same car.

This system has teachers that accept the values, but the working gears are wearing out and it therefore

relies on the mini-systems for relevance in its surroundings. Values of a system must be accepted  by both

the teachers and the students, or the system will implode.

The death of any system is hard on its surroundings even though the impact may not be felt on

other systems of the same kind. The rise and fall of all things is how the world works. Values of the

systems are what really keeps the whole thing together, but when these are not taken seriously or well

conveyed, there is nothing to keep the system from collapsing. There are many examples of working and

active systems in different parts of their life spans. There is one constant in all of them: if the values set

forth that uphold the foundations of the system are not taught to the next generation of practitioners, there

will not be any practitioners left to teach the work, and the energy will become a memory that fades with
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time. To be relevant as time goes by, values must be the foundation of the system; values must be

accepted by students; and values must be taught by instructors.

CHAPTER 4: BRINING THE SYSTEM BACK TO ORDER

The way of a heaven lake accumulates, integrates, and cultivates

.

From the beginning, I have had the privilege of training in a martial arts system that has a solid

foundation of self-preservation and self-renewal. A system that does not constantly re-evaluate itself will

become stagnant. A system that doesn't teach its values turns saline and can't support life. And, a system

that doesn't study its forms eventually dries up. Being able to appreciate what is valuable and reject the

junk is what makes any system healthy. Bruce Lee once said "Adapt what is useful, reject what is useless,

and add what is specifically your own." From day one, that is what the eclectic art of Cheonjikido has

done. The work done though has always provided a working knowledge of self-defense as opposed to an

ego-elevating set of movements that do little to help in any real altercation. Before any work was done,

high standards were set on the core values of Cheonjikido, the principles of twelves. I have to say that the

system I have learned is not the typical system of today. It’s a remnant, of what I believe, the original

system looked like. Training for self-defense knowledge, better awareness, and the ability to control the

forceful manifestations of men's sinful hearts is the main goal of Cheonjikido. Whereas some dojos seek

to promote, gain prominence, and make money, Cheonjikido seeks to make teachers who not only

preserve the system but work collectively to make it better.

What Cheonjikido is Doing to Preserve the Energy in the System

I cannot say enough about what Sensei Boyd has learned over the years. He has not only spent

many years in practice, but is constantly seeking additional knowledge in the arts. From the inception of

Cheonjikido, he not only took on students to teach, but he also donned white belts in two of the art’s root

styles. Many hours have been and still are spent pouring over literature, videos, class time, history, etc.
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And, there has been an active seeking out of those who hold keys to unlocking new things in our art. In

Cheonjikido, we don't just practice and perform our katas; we break them down to see what martial

principles can be discerned between the movements. Sensei Boyd has always pushed us to see what is

below the surface level of our forms. Cheonjikido preserves energy in the system by avoiding

complacency with the amount of knowledge in the system. Acknowledging that there is no such thing as a

holy grail of martial arts, and never claiming ultimate knowledge, we constantly look beyond our

knowledge and bring new energies to keep the system from ever running out or drying up.

What Cheonjikido is Doing to Minimize Entropy in the System

  To minimize the loss of energy in a system, the work needs to produce a quantitative amount of

energy to be put back into the system. When someone learns Cheonjikido, they are not taught in a way

that just produces a carbon copy of the original teacher. Rather, capabilities of the student are ultimately

cultivated to produce a new teacher with his own abilities to propitiate the values of the style and

therefore preserve it. Cheonjikido will never teach toward a meaningless end, and I believe, will labor to

ensure the style continues to produce those that not only perform but are able to teach others to do the

same. Raising up additional instructors who value the work being done in Cheonjikido and are able to

teach other students to do the same are fruits that make the instructor not a drain to the system, but one

who brings new energy. When students are taught to be teachers and not just practitioners, this minimizes

the entropy of a martial arts system.

What Cheonjikido is Doing to Preserve the Constant Value of the System

From the beginning, the values have been the priority. There is no doubt in any of our students

that the principles of the style give it the ability to stand the test of time and anything that may come

against it. Charles E. James once said: “To master the martial arts, master its principles.” This truth is

known well to all the students of Sensei Boyd taught under the banner of Cheonjikido, and is a foundation

upon which we base our training. I am very confident that Sensei Boyd will never drop his standards to
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accommodate anyone and taint the value of the system. The preservation of the value is in the quality of

the teaching we receive and a maintaining of the same standards to which Sensei Boyd was once held by

his instructors.

            In my opinion, Cheonjikido has what it takes to be preserved through many generations of

students and teachers. The values that we hold and the standards that we maintain are very strong. This

makes it easy for the system to minimize entropy. On the practice side, the time and attention we get in

our classes is second to none, and the work is always fruitful for body and mind. As students, we are

pushed to study beyond techniques and forms, to embrace martial principles. Cheonjikido has all the parts

that make a system viable, stable, and strong in its environment. It brings order to the present-day chaos

that martial arts has become.

CONCLUSION

“The ultimate aim of karate lies not in victory nor defeat, but in the perfection of the character of its

participants ” ― Gichin Funakoshi

         As martial artists, we train for self-defense and make sure we are able to protect the ones we love.

Examining the macro system of modern martial arts presents a void on the energy within it. Like all

things born for noble reasons, martial arts has ultimately become as a prideful practice for vanity in times

of idleness. Instructors are teaching for monetary gain and prestige in a flawed system. In my opinion, the

core values of the system have taken a downturn for the worse because the instructors, as well as the

students, are searching for instant gratification, just like everything else in today’s society. Cheonjikido

has foundational principles to which it clings, that keep it from being assimilated into the modern form of

typical martial arts systems. As students in Cheonjikido we accept the values in the system and seek to

propagate them to the next generation of students; and by this, we minimize the entropy in our own

system. In other martial arts systems, the constant watering down of values is disheartening. Cheonjikido

leads to a lifetime of learning and integration that does not appeal to other systems that seek rank before
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knowledge. I feel privileged that my journey in martial arts began with Cheonjikido under the fantastic

tutelage of Sensei Boyd. In the end, I know my black belt will not be destroyed by moths in a closet but

by the many years of practice and teaching Sensei Boyd has prompted me to pursue.


